A desperate photo finish!

Lynn Diezi (3505) and Jody Murray (3511) are both timed in 2:29.59 in the W35 800 at the Nationals. After a close call at the finish line, the winner was named.
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Richard Bennett long jumps 3.71 (12-2) to take third place in the M65 bracket at the Nationals. Photo by Gretchen Snyder
Heat 1 of the M40 1500 at the U.S. Nationals. Ian Cousins (GBR, 40110) leads Nolan Smith (USA, 40200). Cousins won the heat (4:05.56) with Smith 2nd (4:05.86).
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\[116%\]
Australia's Neil McDonald winning the M45
California's 800 in 2:01.94 over George Cohen (2:02.64) and Britain's Trevor Alderdyce (2:02.90) at the U.S. Nationals.
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Ninety-year-old Mikko Salonen, left, of Finland, and Ching-Chang Wang of Taiwan, celebrate with high fives after their 100-meter duel, won by Wang in 23.15.
James King, enroute to a world masters record of 53.56 in the 400-hurdles on July 23 at the Nationals.
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California's Jim Vernon, M70, won his eighth consecutive World Games pole vault gold medal in Eugene, clearing 9-6.
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New Zealand's Helen Marshall (4010) and Iren Jackson of the USA battle in the W40 5000 in San Diego. Jackson took 3rd (19:00.82); Marshall was 6th (23:29:55). photo by Gretchen Snyder
Atlanta's Susan Houlton sets a new W40 American record on her 42nd birthday on July 23 to win with a time of 2:21.91 in winning the 800 at the Nationals on July 23 in San Diego. Photo by Gretchen Snyder
Larry Almberg, left, set two American masters records in Eugene, in the 1500 (3:53.18) and 10,000 (30:50.37). Carol Nicholson (USA) is at right.
In the First-ever World Veterans decathlon, M40 decathletes Eugen Szczerkowski of Poland (left) and David Cowley of Great Britain (right) shake hands as winner Rex Harvey (USA, 7724 points) looks on.